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Sharing the Inventory: 
Story Maps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jeff introduce LizzieLizzie: As we’ve been hinting at all season, this year the Inventory produced story maps for volunteer-collected parks instead of the scientific reports that were produced for street tree inventories. Story maps are interactive web maps that incorporate the inventory data collected by volunteers to create a virtual tour of trees in parks. They take the place of the dense scientific reports produced in previous years for the inventory. Story maps gave Tree Teams the ability to make a really unique and visually interesting report that feature each parks’ character and individuality while still using all of the data collected by volunteers this summer. 
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It all started with an inventory. This year, when folks placed points on their ipads during the inventory, this data was sent directly to our database, which added information on the species characteristics, and benefits provided.-As the documentary said, information collected about park trees fell into three categories—species, size (diameter and canopy volume), and condition. Volunteers placed a point for each tree on a map using a mobile tablet, instantly uploading to a digital map of the park. This is the foundation of the story map – a virtual tour of the trees in a park that can be viewed from a desktop computer or a mobile phone, and accessed easily on the internet.So, the map really began at the inventory work days. In years past, inventory data was collected on paper, which meant volunteers spent hundreds of hours updating our database with information collected on trees. Using tablets this summer allowed volunteers to collect data that was uploaded to our database immediately, so we could take the time to add species characteristics and environmental benefits. The data uploaded to digital maps of the parks, which became the base for the final map.
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Incorporating Data
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So we went from putting numbers into Collector to a web map that takes us on a virtual tree tour. All of the tree data collected by volunteers is present and available in every story map and it’s accompanied by historical context, pictures, and other information that varies from park to park. These maps give tree teams the ability to provide tree data with more narrative context that extends beyond the scope of a scientific survey. Data become easily digestible for all audiences; a reader can compare the DBH of every park tree inventoried this summer or enjoy a virtual stroll through the park. Story maps are the reports of the Parks Inventory, and they tell stories that use historic and numeric  data. 
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Incorporating 
Stories

• Urban Forestry and 
Tree Teams 
identified key stories

• City Archives 
research

• Planting history Wilshire Park, 1955 
City of Portland archives
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The goal for these maps is to give context to the parks and the trees that we found within them. During the season, Urban Forestry sent staff to City Archives to dig up old photos, plans, and any other material related to the parks’ history and their trees. Once the tree data was collected, Urban Forestry staff and Tree Teams got together and went over the numbers, but also went through some of the findings from our research. Here’s a picture from Wilshire Park in the 1950’s—if you go to the park today, you’ll notice many of these Douglas-firs are still there. The goal for creating story maps for parks is to provide historical context to the parks and to give the inventory data a relatable narrative. During the season, Urban Forestry sent staff to City Archives to look for old photographs, planting and/or landscaping plans, and any other material related to parks, and their history and trees. Once tree data was collected, Urban Forestry staff collaborated with Tree Teams to pick out the most important pieces of data and most interesting historical findings for inclusion in story maps. Historic photos accompany tree features to tell unique stories, assisted by inventory data. Here is a picture of Wilshire Park from the 1950’s – if you visit Wilshire Park today, you’ll notice many of these Douglas-firs are still there.
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Our research also dug up the original planting plans for some parks, which we can compare to inventory findings. Some trees existed before  corresponding planting plans (old firs at Wilshire Park), some trees listed on planting plans were planted and are still thriving today, and some trees don’t correspond at all. (This is why we needed to do an inventory!) 
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A Tool For Tree Teams

Irving Park 
www.tinyurl.com/irvingparktrees
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Story maps aren’t just static; they have a lot of potential uses for Tree Teams. Let’s go through the Irving Park story map, and then we’ll circle back to talk about how Tree Teams can use these maps going forward. 

http://www.tinyurl.com/irvingparktrees
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